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Life presents new challenges every day.

In the workplace, on the sports field and at leisure we take on

challenges and give them our best efforts.  Within these pages are ways

to recognise those whose performances deserve rewards.

AwardMaster has ways to show appreciation, recognise effort or

acknowledge achievement with lasting symbols that are as truly

magnificent as the performance they mark.  Whatever the reason, your

choice of trophy, shield or plaque will serve as the ideal award.

The AwardMaster selection includes a range of sizes*, designs, colours

and finishes from a variety of materials including timber, metal, acrylic

and marble.  All the activity motifs are completely interchangeable so

that your particular choice can be customised for your purpose.

AwardMaster offers superior engraving techniques using the

most up-to-date methods, including laser and computer

systems.  A full art work service is available to reproduce

your emblem to personalise your awards and ensure

immediate recognition of your club or company, or the

invaluable contribution of your sponsor.

Take some time to explore the wealth of ideas offered

here, then talk to your friendly AwardMaster stockist

who can help you to turn your unique requirements

into reality.

Buy with confidence - all AwardMaster products carry

a full satisfaction guarantee of a refund or replace-

ment.

You can be assured that your choice is the right one,

an irreplaceable reminder of achievement to be cherished

forever - the measure of success.
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* Sizes indicated throughout this catalogue do not include the statuette.
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